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GardaSolar
From electric boats to new sustainable businesses.
Green tourism is made in Italy.
From the electric Gogo Boats to the creation of new sustainable recreational experiences. The
evolution of GardaSolar, the Italian company that’s transforming the green approach to tourism
worldwide.
GardaSolar combines electric mobility with fun and entertainment to create new tourist
experiences, promote a new approach to travelling and satisfy the needs of customers who are
increasingly conscious of environmental issues.
It was 2009 when an innovative start-up was founded in Rovereto with this goal in mind: help
companies seize the opportunities of ecotourism to grow in turnover and, at the same time,
change the way people experience the environment, including during leisure time.
GardaSolar is the result of an all-Italian idea from the volcanic mind of Alberto Pozzo, an
aerospace engineer from Verona who applied his design experience to electric navigation – a field
that was relatively new in Italy – with lakeside tourist activities such as boat rentals, hotels and
resorts in mind.

Gogo Boat – Our beginning is already a success
GardaSolar started with the creation of an electric boat which soon became an icon: the Gogo
Boat. Their success is due to their unique design, their innovative shock-proof multihull made of
recyclable polyethylene, their 100% Italian technology and, above all, their easy navigability which
makes them suitable for everybody.
Simple and intuitive, our Gogo Boats were designed to meet the needs of tourism businesses and
their customers, who were looking for innovation. As of today, the GardaSolar fleet has crossed
the borders of Trentino to reach France and Lake Gérardmer, then Dubai, UK, Ireland, Germany,
Switzerland, Austria and Portugal.

Our evolution – from retailers to tech partners
The company's know-how has evolved to offer boat manufacturers, pedal boat builders and
shipyards the reliability of technology that’s 100% Made in Italy – from electric outboard motors
to remote assistance systems for electric boats, to Plug&Play kits for the conversion of boats with
internal combustion engines. This is a real revolution for commercial activities that can thus
approach electric navigation with a reduced investment.
In short, GardaSolar decided to let go of the more restrictive role of seller to become a full-fledged
technology partner and be able to offer all-round advice and consultancy to tourism businesses.

A present that looks on to the future – the age of sustainable fun
There are always new and more ambitious goals to achieve. That's why, in addition to the creation
of new electric pedal boats (new for 2021) and an ever-expanding range of technological
solutions thanks to partnerships with successful Italian companies (including Econavighiamo and
Gardenergy), GardaSolar has been offering its customers engineering and creative consultancy
to design tailor-made tourist experiences based on the innovative concept they identify with:
electricity applied to fun. Green, Fun, Tech.
The most striking example of this is Lake Molveno, in Trentino, where the rental of Gogo Boats has
been supplemented by mini-golf courses, green areas and an area dedicated to off-road vehicles
for children, the Minisafaris, which are also 100% electric. A new ecosystem of fun with a green
heart that promotes a way of experiencing the environment without trampling it.
"Our products are our starting point, but there is much more to promote," explains Alberto.
"Sustainability must be an ethical choice as well as a profitable investment. Our commitment, in
addition to designing new navigation technologies, is to guide entrepreneurs towards new earning
prospects. Creating fun experiences for families, which revolve around the concept of sustainability,
is our solution and concrete example of sustainability and profitability going hand in hand. If we look
at electric boats alone, our data confirms that visitors are willing to pay 4-5 times the rental price of
an electric boat or pedalo compared to a traditional one, which means a quick return on investment.
Electric navigation isn’t therefore more expensive than traditional navigation as some may think, and
the evidence shows this.”
With a new website that’s expanding by the week and new products in the pipeline, GardaSolar is
preparing for a 2021 full of opportunities and "regrowth". It’s time for Italy to start again and take on
completely new directions. The route of sustainable tourism has been mapped out. All that
remains to do is to follow it together.

